Lighting in the 4th Street parking lot and gym exit/entrance – request of Mr. Eade
  • Mark reported that security lights on the side of the buildings have been ordered and are in the process of being replaced with LEDs
  • National Grid will install poles and lights in the parking lot; Jim recommended security cameras be installed as well

Bus loop at East View
  • Jim noted that at least four options have been discussed and/or reviewed in the past
  • The committee reviewed the August 2016 bus loop drawing prepared by Y&W Architects
  • Mark presented a drawing (loop on the corner of Spring and Alder); cost will be determined
  • Discussions will be on-going

Project Wish List from Principals
  • Kathy and Mark discussed the 2018-2019 building improvement list

Other
  • Construction of bridge to connect parking lot area to soccer fields

Meeting ended at approximately 1:00 pm

Next Meeting: March 13, 2018
Dear John,

I have been attending some basketball games at OHS.

Many times I have to park in the St. Joe’s parking lot. It is pitch black there and either coming or going, especially in the winter weather with snow and ice, is a hazardous undertaking with cars pulling in and backing out.

Would you and the board consider putting dawn to dusk LED lights in that lot? LED’s do not cost much to operate and the investment is well worth it to prevent accidents that could lead to lawsuits.

The same situation exists on the 4th street side. There is no lighting there either. Some dawn to dusk LED lighting could be attached to the building. I see a lot of kids and parents exiting the game in total darkness there too, which is a dangerous situation.

Thank you for your service to our community.

Fred Eade